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Abstract 
Bouwkamp, C.J., On some new simple perfect squared squares, Discrete Mathematics 106/107 
(1992) 67-75. 
Transformation techniques due to Federico and Willcocks are applied to obtain the first known 
simple perfect squared square of order 24 from Duijvestijn’s computer results for lower order. 
Similarly, twelve new simple squared squares of order 2.5 are added to the existing eight found 
by Federico and Wilson. Our emphasis is on four simple perfect squared squares of order 25 
and common reduced side 540. They have 12 elements in common but have pairwise identical 
elements differently arranged. 
1. Introduction 
A perfect squared square (PSS, for short) of order n is a square dissected into a 
finite number n of squares (elements) no two of which are equal. The PSS is 
called compound (whence CPSS) if it contains in its interior a subset of elements 
(more than one and less than all) arranged in a rectangle or a square. If it does 
not contain such subset it is called simple (whence SPSS). 
As is easy to see, any pair of elements in a squared square has side-length ratio 
equal to a rational number. Consequently, the (sides of the) elements can be 
represented by integers with greatest common divisor equal to unity. It may be 
clear that drawing a squared square to some convenient scale will become difficult 
with the order increasing in view of the great variety in size of the component 
squares in a PSS. Characterization of the PSS by an appropriate code is the only 
alternative. 
Willcock’s well-known order-24 CPSS, published in 1948, decorated the cover 
of the Journal of Combinatorial Theory for a couple of years. In 1979 it was 
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replaced by Duijvestijn’s order-21 SPSS obtained by computer in the preceding 
year. The orders 24 and 21 are the lowest possible for the respective compound 
and simple squared squares, and the squares in question are both unique modulo 
rotation and reflection. 
As mentioned, a PSS can be described and identified by a code, this being a 
string of parentheses, commas, and numbers. The numbers are the lengths of 
sides of the elements. Also, the order and size of a PSS can be indicated by 
‘order : size’. Consequently, the two perfect squared squares above are 
24 : 175 (81,51,43)(8,35)(30,29)(2,33)(31)(56, X)(64)(16,39)(38,18) 
(3,4,9)(20,1)(5)(14) 
21 : 112 (50,35,27)(8,19)(15,17,11)(6,24)(29,25,9,2)(7,18)(16)(42) 
(4,37)(33) 
respectively. Of course, in principle a PSS has eight different codes, and some 
form of standard code (as 1 have for about 300 squares of low order) seems 
desirable for obvious reasons. The rules for SPSS, for example, are 
(1) the top-left corner element T is the largest of the four corner elements; 
(2) of the two circumferential neighbours of T the one at the right is the larger. 
This all is equivalent to taking the lexicographically largest code in the sense of 
Wilson. 
2. Transformation technique 
Three techniques exist for transforming a PSS of order n into one of order 
it + 1 and vice versa as developed by Federico and Willcocks. The most important 
perhaps is Transform I of Federico, depicted in Fig. 1, involving four parameters. 
A-C 
: 
B-C 
fi B ,’ C 
N : CI+B-C N+i : o+l3 
TIMNSFORM I CB < u < C) 
Fig. 1. Federico’s transformation of perfect squared squares 
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The square at the left is dissected into two squares (elements A - C and B - C) 
and two hexagons; the one at the right is dissected into three squares (elements 
A, B, and C) and the same two hexagons, except for rotation or reflection. The 
hexagons are supposed to be dissected into squares. The parameter u is hidden 
but stands for the distance (with sign) from the left side of C to the left side of B 
(measured horizontally). Federico’s transform implies 0 < u < C, but it can be 
extended to the case C - B < u <A where the element C in Fig. 1 moves from 
right to left along the bottom when u increases, and the boundary between the 
two hexagons in the left-hand square changes correspondingly. In the limiting 
cases u = C - B, 0, C, A one of the two hexagons degenerates into a rectangle 
and then the transform is between compound squared squares. In the three 
corresponding open intervals (with Transform Ib, I, Ia, respectively) one is 
dealing with simple squared squares. 
Here follows an example with n = 23, A = 159, B = 129, C = 60, 
A-C=99, B-C=69, (u=18),A+B-C=228,A+B=288 
with codes 
23 : 228 (99,73,56)(17,39)(68,22)(36,25)(57,42)(9,16)(2,7)(10,28) 
(23)(15,87,18)(72)(69) 
24 : 288 (159,129)(57,72)(56,39,25,16,23)(9,7)(2,28)(36)(42,15) 
(17,22)(87)(10,18)(73)(68)(60) 
Table 1 
A dozen new simple perfect squared squares of order 25 
1. 2.5: 147 
2. 25 : 384 
3. 25 : 492 
4. 25 : 492 
5. 25: 528 
6. 25: 536 
7. 25 : 540 
8. 25: 540 
9. 25: 540 
10. 2_5:_540 
11. 25:576 
12. 2.5 : 576 
(74,73)(32,41)(40,34)(15,17)(6, 16, 12)(14,9,13,10)(8,33)(27)(25)(5,4)(3,23)(20)(19) 
(212,172)(76,96)(100,55,57)(56,20)(48,7)(116)(5,17, 35)(12)(29)(11,80)(72,25,3) 
(22,69)(47) 
(255,237)(62,47,128)(123,132)(15,32)(60,17)(49)(31,29)(50, 127)(114,9)(105,36) 
(2,27)(33)(77)(69) 
(257,235)(95,140)(123,134)(50,45)(5,63,117)(112,11)(55)(101, 44)(57,30,12) 
(9,54)(21)(27,3)(24) 
(273,255)(123,132)(127,77,69)(33,36)(50,27)(2,31)(29)(150. 9)(141)(128,49) 
(60)(32,17)(15,62)(47) 
(279,257)(123, 134)(117,54,24,27,57)(21,3)(30)(9,12)(63)(55,44)(156,11)(5,50) 
(145)(140,45)(95) 
(279,261)(115,146)(135,144)(38,21,25,31)(17,4)(23,6)(50, 133)(126,9)(45,10) 
(117,36)(33)(83)(81) 
(279,261)(115,146)(144,135)(38,21,25,31)(17,4)(23,6)(50,133)(9, 45,126,lO) 
(117,36)(33)(83)(81) 
(279,261)(98,68,95)(135,144)(30,38)(11,84)(55,65,8)(57)(126, 9)(45,10)(117,36) 
(116,16)(100)(81) 
(279,261)(98,68,95)(144,135)(30,38)(11,84)(55,65,8)(57)(9,45, 126, 10)(117,36) 
(116, 16)(100)(81) 
(297,279)(13S, 144)(133,83,81)(45,36)(50,33)(23,10)(162,9)(17,38)(153)(146,31, 6) 
(25,4)(21)(115) 
(297,279)(135,144)(100,116,81)(45,36)(84,16)(57,65,10)(162, 9)(55)(153)(11,38,8) 
(30,98)(95)(68) 
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Order: 25 
Size: 540 
Elements: 4, 6, 9, 10, 21, 17, 23, 25, 31, 33. 36, 38. 45, 50, 81, 83, 
144, 146,261,279 
Code: 
115. 117, 126, I 33, 135, 
(279, 261) (115, 146) (135, 144) (38, 21, 25, 31) (17,4) (23. 6) (50, 133) (126,9) 
(45, 10) (117,36) (33) (83) (81) 
279 
135 144 
146 
126 
117 
133 
81 83 
261 
Fig. 2. First example of a simple perfect squared square of which the elements can be differently 
arranged, as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Order: 25 
Size: 540 
Elements: 4, 6, 9, 10, 17, 21, 23, 25, 31, 33, 36, 38, 45, 50, 81, 83, 115, 117, 126, 133, 135, 
144,146,261,279 
Code: (279, 261) (115, 146) (144, 135) (38, 21, 25, 31) (17, 4) (23, 6) (50, 133) (9, 45, 
126, 10) (117,36) (33) (83) (81) 
115 
146 
144 135 
50 
33 
117 126 133 
I 
261 
Fig. 3. The components can be differently arranged: see Fig. 2. 
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Order: 25 
Size: 540 
&ments: 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 30, 36, 38, 45, 55, 5i. G5. 68, 81, 84, 95. 98, 100, 116, 117, 126, 
135,144,261,279 
Code: (279, 261) (98, 68, 95) (135, 144) (30, 38) (11, 84) (55, 65, 8) (57) (126. 9) (45, 
10) (117,36) (116,16) (100) (81) 
219 
261 
Fig. 4. Second example of a simple perfect squared square of which the elements can be differently 
arranged, as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Order: 25 
Size: 540 
Elements: 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 30, 36, 38, 45, 55, 57, 65, 68, 81, 83, 95, 98, 100, 116, 117, 126, 
Code: (279,261) (g&68,95) (144,135) (30,38) (11,84) (55,65,8) (57) (9,45, 126, 10) 
(117, 36) (116, 16) (100) (81) 
135, 144, 261, 279 
261 
279 
117 126 116 
100 
81 
Fig. 5. The components can be differently arranged: see Fig. 4. 
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The first SPSS mentioned was obtained by Duijvestijn on computer in 1990 and 
the second by the present author a few days later (to wit, November 17), by use 
of Federico’s Transform I. It still amazes me that I found the very first known 
order-24 simple perfect squared square without the computer. 
The second known order-24 SPSS was found by me on December 4, 1990, 
namely 24 : 186, derived from one of a pair of Duijvestijn’s 23 : 140’s by a 
different technique of Federico, which he himself in private correspondence 
referred to as ‘Modified Transform’, and which was named Transform II later on. 
Without going into further details, I mention the two codes. 
23 : 140 (60,44,36)(8,28)(30,22)(33,15,12)(2,26)(24)(3,9)(7,23) 
(18)(16)(50)(47,4X43) 
24 : 186 (96,90)(36,28,26)(43,23,30)(2,24)(8,22)(16,7)(9,12,60) 
(4,187 3)(15)(47)(46X33) 
and leave the construction of the analogue of Fig. 1 to the interested reader. 
3. New simple perfect squared squares of order 25 
By computer, Wilson constructed 5 simple perfect squared squares of order 25, 
and 24 of order 26. From this, Federico obtained by transform techniques an 
additional 3 of order 25, making the total known to be 8. 
Duijvestijn, by the end of March 1991, completed his search for orders 22, 23, 
and 24 finding 8, 12, and 26 of them, respectively. Details of this will appear in 
his paper already accepted for publication in the Journal of Combinatorial 
Theory. 
In close cooperation with Duijvestijn, I followed his results almost dayly and so 
was able to add 12 new order-25 simple perfect squared squares, making the total 
known to be 20. The codes of the new squarings are assembled in Table 1. 
The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9 were obtained by Federico’s Transform I from 
order-24 squares of size 120, 304, 423, 435, 459, 459. The numbers 5, 6, 11, 12 
were obtained by a transform due to Willcocks applied to order-25 squares of size 
492, 492, 540, 540. The remaining numbers 8, 10 were discovered in a completely 
different way. 
If numbers 7 and 9 had not been found by Federico’s transformation or any 
other means, I would not have found 8 and 10 either. The numbers 7 through 10 
deserve our special attention, indeed. 
Figs. 2-5 show the four different simple perfect squared squares of size 540. 
Thus far, Wilson had the record with three squares all of size 697 and order 26. 
However, a much more interesting feature of our squares is that they have 
pairwise the same elements differently arranged, that is, #7 and #8 have the 
same elements, and so have #9 and #lo. The four squares have 12 elements in 
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common. From Duijvestijn’s work we infer that 25 is the lowest order possible for 
a simple perfect squared square to be dissectable in (at least) two different 
arrangements by the same elements. In addition, there are (at least) two of such 
pairs of squarings. 
To derive #8 from #7 we construct the underlying polar net with two vertices 
at equal potential (!), connect them, readjust the edges, keep the net planar and 
translate back to squared squares. In the same way, #lO is derived from #9. This 
technique was used earlier in the case of squared rectangles. 
The previous record of two squares of the same order and the same elements 
differently arranged was held by 29 : 968 since 1967 (unpublished). Here follow 
their codes 
29 : 968 (440,209,319)(110,99)(11,88)(121)(77,242)(165)(318,243) 
(407)(111,132)(210,108)(90,21)(153)(48,42,18)(24,84)(6,60)(54) 
29 : 968 (440,319,209)(110,99)(11,88)(121,242,77)(165)(318,243)(407) 
(111,132)(210,108)(90,21)(153)(48,42,18)(24,84)(6,60)(54) 
It should be emphasized that these squares are compound, not simple. 
A remark in this connection is warranted. Can we construct a pair of perfect 
squared squares of the same order and the same size dissected into squares 
without common elements. The answer is yes, since Skinner found such a pair in 
the compound case (29 : 1429). The analogous result for simple squared squares is 
not known, but it might be found for order 25 or 26, who knows. 
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